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The consTanT influx of new, electric-powered model airplane kits and 
almost-ready-to-fly (ARF) planes in the marketplace has created two camps 
of backyard fliers: those who like wood and those who prefer foam! You can 
hear the argument at most flying fields—“Foam rules!” versus “There’s no 
substitute for wood!”—but each type of model has its advantages. If you 
haven’t yet made up your mind, here are some things to consider.
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Fun with Foam
There are many ARF molded-foam planes, 
and you’d be hard-pressed not to find 
one in any model airplane magazine. 
Foam is also very versatile in model air-
plane construction. You can use molded 
foam or thin foam sheets that you cut 
and glue together.  The newest and very 
popular indoor 3D aerobatic planes are 
made entirely of thin, flat sheets of 
foam and are powered with brushless 
motors and Li-poly batteries for unlim-
ited performance. Inexpensive blue and 
pink insulation foam is available from 
home improvement and hardware stores. It 
comes in thicknesses from 1⁄4 inch up to 3 
inches wide. Hobby foams such as EPP and 
Depron are very strong, and models made 
of them are virtually indestructible. When 
things do break, it isn’t the foam parts that 
need repair! From easy-to-fly trainers and 
sport planes to high-performance aerobatic 
and military planes, foam has been used to 
make just about every conceivable aircraft. 
 Foam is very light and sturdy; whether in 
molded or thin-sheet form, foam can take 
the normal dings and knocks of RC flying 
and keep on going. If you seriously dam-
age a foam plane, the pieces can usually be 
glued back together. Your model may never 
look new again, but it can easily be repaired 
and flown again in no time. Big chunks 
can be pieced and glued back together, 
and crushed sections can be cut away and 
replaced with new foam.
     You must be careful with the type of 
glue you use on foam. A slow-setting, two-
part epoxy is good, as are “foam-friendly” 
CA adhesives. Just don’t use an accelerator  
(kicker) when you glue your foam plane back 
together. Many modelers use white Elmer’s 
glue, and some have had good results with a 

specialty adhesive called “canopy glue.” Just 
use it sparingly, and then pin and tape the 
pieces together until the glue dries.
 You can paint foam with any water-
based, acrylic, hobby or craft paint. Foam 
planes do have a rough 
texture; a little sanding 
and a coat of paint go a 
long way toward improv-
ing a model’s appearance. 
You can also use low- 
temperature iron-on 
film coverings on foam. 
Thoroughly remove any 
surface dust and set your 
covering iron to the  
recommended tempera-

ture. With a little effort, film-covered foam 
models can look fantastic! Some film cover-
ings can also be painted after they’ve been 
applied to the foam, so you have the best 
of both worlds!

glue guide
WheN you glue Wood ANd foAm, be sure to use the right Adhesive. here’s A 

quick glue-compAtibility guide.
     

Adhesive WOOd FOAM COMMents

elmer’s glue (white and yellow) yes yes long setup time
two-part epoxy yes yes use sparingly
regular cA (thin, medium, thick) yes No kicker speeds curing
foam-friendly cA (odorless) yes yes No kicker with foam
canopy glue yes yes remains flexible
gorilla glue (polyurethane) yes yes expands while curing
spray adhesive yes yes Apply light mist
rubber cement yes yes bond not very strong

When you repair your model, don’t grab just any glue that’s handy. if you aren’t sure 
about its use, ask someone who has experience with it, or test it on the same materials 
as used on your model. using the correct adhesive will help you avoid a sticky situation!
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Sheet-foam models, like these displayed by designer 
Dick Sarpolus, are made of inexpensive 1⁄4-inch-
thick Dow Fan-Fold foam. available at most home-
improvement centers, this inexpensive material 
lends itself to all sorts of great flying designs.

WOOD VS. FOAM

[ FOAM AIRPLANES LIKE THIS GWS ISLANDER 
ARE VERy LIGHT AND STuRDy; WHETHER IN 

MOLDED OR THIN-SHEET FORM, FOAM PLANES 
cAN TAKE THE NORMAL DINGS AND KNOcKS 

OF Rc FLyING AND KEEP ON GOING.

[
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StiCK with tRaDition
Model airplanes and balsa wood go together  
like peanut butter and jelly! Models built 
with wooden structures have a traditional 
look and feel. Many ARF backyard flyers 
are entirely built up out of wood or feature 

a wooden built-up 
wing with a plastic or 
composite fuselage. 
Today, with laser-cutting and CAD-drawn 
plans, you-build-it kits are very easy to 
assemble and go together in only a couple 

of days—not months, like the older kits. 
Many experienced modelers prefer wood 
airplanes because they have a smooth fin-
ish (film covering), and though they aren’t 

WOOd
traditional modeling material.
easily available, easy to work with and inexpensive.
most hobby glues can be used with it.

covering needs to be removed and replaced for repairs.
many smaller pieces used to form model structure.
relatively fragile, compared with foam.

FOAM
easy to finish and paint using water-based paints.
durable. 
easy to repair.
good strength-to-weight ratio.

Not compatible with regular cA glue and kickers.
some foams are relatively expensive.
porous surface texture.

prO’s And COns
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this scratch-built, all-wood osprey i is shown ready to cover and finish. the wings 
must be covered with a lightweight iron-on material, but the fuselage can be 
sealed with some clearcoat acrylic and then painted.

[ ALL-WOOD MODELS, SucH AS THIS FRISKy LIL’ RAScAL ARF 
FROM SIG MFG., HAVE A TRADITIONAL MODEL-AIRPLANE 

LOOK AND A SMOOTH IRON-ON FINISH. THOuGH NOT 
AS RuGGED AS MOLDED-FOAM MODELS, buILT-uP WOOD 

PLANES ARE VERy LIGHT FOR THEIR SIzE.

[
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if you are unfortunate enough to really damage your model, all is 
not lost! both foam and wood planes can be made whole again 
with some simple kitchen-table repairs. 
    here are a few things to remember when you mend your 
model.

• Always collect all of your model’s parts and pieces from the 
crash site, no matter how small. it’s always easier to glue pieces 
back together than to make new parts for the repair.

• remove the battery and any other radio- and drive-system 
equipment that might get in the way of your repair. you don’t 
want to drip glue on the wires, connectors and other equipment. 

• Work on a clean, level surface. cover your table with 
posterboard or a large sheet of paper to protect it. if you plan 

to use epoxy or another type of glue, cover the surface with a 
clear food wrap or wax paper so your parts won’t stick to it.

• use a straightedge ruler or yardstick to check the parts’ 
alignment before, during and after the glue has cured. A 
straight model flies a lot better than a crooked one.

• use masking tape and/or t-pins to hold parts together until 
the glue has dried.

• Wipe away any adhesive that may have dripped out of a 
repair. use rubbing alcohol and a paper towel for epoxy and a 
clean, dry paper towel to blot away cA glue.
    don’t use cA on foam unless it is foam friendly, and don’t use 
any type of kicker; it will dissolve most foams.  

diY repAirs

as easy to repair as simple foam models, 
they are very light and sturdy for their size. 
Wooden structures are relatively easy to 
repair, but you must remove and replace 
the covering to get in and do the work. 
Almost all scratch-built models are built 
using balsa and lite-ply. We’re not talking 
about your father’s kits!

Balsa is very easy to cut, sand, shape, 
plane and finish. Iron-on film coverings stick 
exceptionally well to wood, and you can use 

fillers and paint wood without much effort. 
You can use almost any type of glue with 
wood to produce strong structural bonds. 
Balsa is readily available at most well-stocked 
hobby shops and comes in many different 
sizes, thicknesses and stiffnesses. Regardless 
of the size and type of model you want to 
build, balsa or other lightweight woods are 
very hard to beat as a construction material.

DECiSionS, DECiSionS
Still can’t decide which is best? You aren’t 
alone! Wood and foam each have their 
advantages, and most fliers end up liking 
their foam planes as much as they like their 
traditional wood models. The choice is 
yours; fly above the fray, and have fun!  A

GWS; gws.com.tw.com.
Sig Mfg. (800) 247-5008; (641) 623-5154; 
sigmfg.com.

a neat, organized place to 
repair your model will make 
the job easier. here are 
some of the tools and  
supplies you’ll need.


